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Abstract

Results are presented from preliminary tests conducted to evaluate the performance of a prototype microwave
electrothermal thruster. The primary component of the device is a microwave resonant cavity and the relevant electro-
magnetic theory as it relates to the choice of the design of the cavity is discussed. The device produces stable axial
plasmas within a pressurized section of the cavity with the plasma positioned in the inlet region of the nozzle. Plasma
stability is enhanced by axial power coupling, an optimal distribution of electric power density within the cavity, and
a propellant gas flow which has a large vortical velocity component The thruster has been operated with a number of
propellant gases: helium, nitrogen, ammonia, and hydrogen. Plasmas can be formed in a reliable manner at cavity pres-
sures of 1 kPa and incident power levels ranging from 50 W to 350W, depending on the gas used, and can be operated
at pressures up to 300 kPa at power levels up to 2200 W. Ideal performance results of vacuum Isp and thermal efficiency
vs. specific power are presented for each gas. Representative results of this preliminary work are: He - Isp = 625 s,
lthermai = 90%; N2 - Isp = 250 s, lihermn = 34%; NH3 - Isp = 475 s, thelnn = 55%; H2 - Isp = 1040 s, rlthr = 53%.

Introduction of a larger class of electric propulsion devices simply

For the past decade, the development of a micro- known as electrothermal thrusters. Included in this class

wave powered electrothermal thruster has been pursued of devices are resistojets and arcjets. All these devices

by a number of researchers using both experimental and are fundamentally the same as conventional chemical

numerical methods. The experimental work conducted at rockets, in as much as their primary function is to in-

Penn State has explored the viability of thruster configu- crease the thermal energy of a gas and convert that ther-

rations which have incorporated either rectangular or cy- mal energy into directed kinetic energy through a nozzle

lindrical waveguides, or cylindrical resonant cavities as expansion, thereby producing thrust The primary advan-

their central components. Results of early studies have tages that electrothermal devices have over chemical

indicated that a design based upon a cylindrical cavity rockets are that they can utilize a variety of propellants,

operating in the TMoll resonant mode would be best such as helium, nitrogen, hydrazine, hydrogen, ammo-

suited for thruster applications. A microwave powered nia, and water, and that they are not energy limited.

thruster of this type uses microwaves to form and main- The resistojet is the most flexible device in terms
tain a plasma within the cavity; cold gas passes through of propellant choice. Its use has been contemplated for
the cavity, is heated by the plasma source, and passes out space station Freedom where waste water would be used
of the device through a nozzle to produce thrust, as propellant This device, however, is power limited by

The microwave electrothermal thruster is a subset the melting point of its ohmic heating elements.

Arcjets and microwave thrusters heat the propel-
Graduate Research Assistant, lant gas in similar manners. Both these devices use elec-

Student Member AIAA trical energy to generate high temperature plasmas which
Associate Professor of Aerospace Engineering, in turn heat a flowing propellant gas. Unlike chemical
Member AIAA
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systems which are limited by the amount of energy The power supply of a microwave thruster is a

which is liberated in the combustion process, these de- magnetron based microwave generator. Proper design

vices can impart large amounts of power into relatively will allow the generator to operate at a single power lev-

small flowrates of propellant, resulting in large specific el; the technology required to accomplish this is mature
powers. This results in specific impulses which are con- and very reliable. So while this aspect of power condi-

siderably higher than chemical systems. A second advan- tioning for the microwave thruster has not been exten-
tage is the flexibility of propellant choice. Since sively addressed, initial studies indicate that it should be
combustion is not necessary, these systems can either use less complex and more reliable than that used by arcjets.
low molecular weight propellants resulting in greater ef- The microwave thruster is also able to create its plasma
ficiency, or they can use easily storable propellants which discharge in a consistently reliable manner. The plasma
reduces the overall complexity of the propulsion system. formation process does not result in any erosion prob-

The arcjet, as its name implies, is characterized by lems as is the case with the arcjet, and consequently the

plasmaarcwhichfo atthetipof a concenrically microwave thruster does not require a soft-start proce-

located cathode and is terminated at an anode which dure, nor does it appear that it will require any extensive

forms the diverging section of the nozzle. Between cath- power processing to achieve a stable high power plasma.

ode and anode, the arc passes through a constrictor sec- Work on the resonant cavity design was initiated
tion where the bulk of the heating process occurs. The by Michigan State University [Ref. 1] in the early 1980's.
heated gas then exits the device through the diverging This work was continued at Penn State by Balaam and
nozzle. Two primary problems which arcjets have en- Micci [Ref. 2] and Mueller and Micci [Ref. 3]. These ex-
countered have been arc stability within the constrictor perimental studies qualified the plasma formation pro-
and erosion of the cathode tip. The stability problem has cess, and the effectiveness of using the plasma discharge
been successfully addressed by using a vortical flow of to heat a flowing propellant The Michigan State studies
gas through the constrictor. The erosion problem is in- were primary low power (less that 500W) and low pres-
herent to the device: at present, flight ready hardware is sure (less than 1 ntmosphere). The Penn State experimen-
designed such that propellant supply rather than cathode tal program built upon this work and verified high power
erosion is the lifetime limiting factor. As mission cor- (up to 2.5 kW) and high pressure (up to 300 kPa) opera-
plexity increases past that of satellite stationkeeping, the tion using both He and N2. These experiments, however,
overall importance of the effects of cathode erosion will did show that the resonant cavity device exhibited some
become more critical. Power conditioning for the arcjet undesirable characteristics related to the positional sta-
is rather complex, and extensive work has been required bility of the plasma. Ideally the plasma discharge should
to develop a reliable design. be located on the axis of the cylindrical cavity near the

The microwave resonant cavity thruster is charac- inlet of the nozzle. The experiments showed, however,

terized by a free-floating ac plasma discharge. The loca- that at high powers, the plasma discharge had a tendency

tion of the dischare, which forms at regions of to drift away from the axial position in an unpredictable

maximum power density, is determined by the patern of fashion.

electric power density within the cavity. Proper cavity Later work, using the same experimental cavity as
design produces patterns which result in an axially locat- used by Balaam, examined the possibility of using a
ed plasma which is positioned directly above a nozzle in- more extensive array of molecular propellants, primarily
corporated into one end of the cavity. Operaton in this nmtrogen, hydrogen and ammonia [Ref. 4]. The scope of
configuration has the net effect of producing a flow con- these tests were limited because of the constraints im-
striction between the plasma discharge and the nozzle in- posed by the necessity of using a quartz containment ves-
let. It is in this constricted regon that the bulk of the sel within the cavity; the high power levels required for
heating process occurs. Theoretically, the microwave these tests produced high temperature plasmas which
discharge will be free-floating; however, it may reside caused failure of the quartz vessels. These tests, however,
very close to the nozzle inlet, which may cause erosion indicated that these gases would readily produce plasmas
of the nozzle during high power operaion. Therefore within a properly designed cavity.
while some erosion may be a concern, the erosion is not The results of previous experimentation at both
of a cnucal elecmcal component as Is the case wnth theof a ccal elecca component as is the case with the Penn State and some recent work which has been initiat-
arcjet
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neq2E2 Vm
ed at NASA LeRC [Ref. 5], and examination of consid- Pave = (1)
erable computational work conducted by Venkateswaren m +
and Merkle [Ref. 6] have been used to develop a design
for a first-generation microwave resonant cavity thruster This is the average power gained by all electrons present

prototype. The prototype has been designed to remove in the gas [Ref. 7]; here ne is the electron density, q is the

many of the undesirable operational features of the earii- electric charge, E. is the electric field strength, m is the

er cavities. The design is axially coupled, operates in the electron mass, v, is the electron collision frequency, and

TMoll mode and produces a truly free-floating stable o is the microwave frequency. Thus the plasma acts as

discharge which has been operated at cavity pressures an ohmic heating source, and the power absorbed by the

and powers up to 300 kPa and 22 kW. This design has plasma is proportional to the square of the electric field,

been successfully tested using a variety of propellant Le. the electric field density.

gases, Le., He, N2 , H2 , and NH 3. This paper will present Gas breakdown will occur and the plasma dis-
preliminary performance results, including specific im- charge will be maintained when the production of newly
pulse and thrust estimates, for all four of the propellant ionized particles barely exceeds the rate of their loss by
gases tested. all deionizing processes, including diffusion, recombina-

tion, and attachment For most practical circumstances
Theory encountered in practice, a plasma can be maintained as

The central idea of this thruster concept is to use long as the ratio of the electric field strength to the local

microwave energy to form a plasma discharge which will gas pressure, i.e., E/p, can be maintained high enough

absorb the incident microwave energy and dissipates it as that ionization is ensured. This ratio primarily represents

thermal energy. Consider a sample of gas placed within a the amount of kinetic energy an electron can acquire be-

slowly alternating electromagnetic field. This sample of fore it experiences a collision. The magnitude of this ra-

gas will, as will any volume of gas, contain a number of rio required to produce and maintain a plasma discharge

free electrons. These free electrons will be acted on by will vary between different gases. The easiest types of

the electromotive force produced by the field and accel- gases to breakdown are monatomic gases. In the case of

erated across the gap. In this manner, the electrons gain the molecular gases, vibrational and rotational energy

kinetic energy which can be transferred by collisions to levels can absorb the kinetic energy transferred in the in-

the neutral atoms in the gas. If the collisions which occur elastic collision with an energetic electron. The presence

are inelastic, the neutral atoms or molecules can become of these internal energy levels reduces the probability

excited species which in turn can become ionized that a given inelastic collision will result in either excita-

through multiple inelastic collisions. This process in- tion or ionization. This is because energy which is cou-

creases the electron density within the volume of gas. If pled into these internal levels does not act to increase the

the electric field strength is great enough the electron electronic energy level of the molecule. The practical re-

density will increase in a rapid manner resulting in a pro- sut of this is that the more complex a molecule is the

cess known as breakdown whereby the gas becomes greater the ratio of E/p must be to induce breakdown and

electrically conducting resulting in the formation of a mamtain the plasma discharge.

plasma discharge. The plasma discharge which forms The most common means of producing a micro-
will be free-floating, i.e., not in contact with any material wave plasma is through the use of a device known as a
boundary, as long as the period of oscillation of the elec- cavity resonator. Under proper conditions, a conducting
tromagnetic field is greater than the time required for an enclosure which has the geometry of a right circular cyl-
electron to traverse the characteristic length of the sys- inder can act as a cavity resonator. The TMoll resonant
tem which produces the ac field, mode is of interest for thruster applications because it

This type of free floating ac discharge can typi- can be used to produce stable axial microwave plasma

cally be produced at microwave frequencies. Once the discharges. The field equations in cylindrical coordinates

discharge is produced it will act as a resistive load and which describe this mode are given by

will absorb energy form the microwave field. The aver-
age real power over one cycle per unit volume of the E = olP z0

E. = Eollo () cos (-) (2)
breakdown discharge supplied by the field can be deter- a
mined by the field equivalent of P = I'V which is given as

3
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Eo = 0 (3) 2.45 GHz are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The contour plot
of Figure 1 is for a cavity which has a radius of 8.89 cm,

r a XoP xz which by equation (5) corresponds to a resonant length
Ep = E0 11-l J 1 (a )sin(-) (4) of 721 cm, thus a/h = 1.23.The contourplot shown in

Figure 2 is for a cavity of radius 5.08 cm which by equa-
tion (5) corresponds to a resonant length of 15.87 cm,

The geometry ofthe cavity, i.e. its radius a andits reso- thus a/h = 0.320. The first geometry corresponds to
nant length h, are depedeent on the operating frequency. the first cavity which was used at Penn State; this cavity
For the TMol mode this relationship is: has been previously described [Ref 2,4,5]. The second

cavity geometry corresponds to the thruster prototype.

f 1 (X /a) 2' + (i/h)2 (5) Note that each contour represents the electric power den-
r  JLE 1  sity on a cutting plane which is parallel to and passes

through the axis of symmetry of the cavity; because the

In the above equations, 01o is the first zero of the J. TMol mode does not have a 0-dependence, all such cut-

Bessel function and has an approximate value of 2.405, ting planes are identical. Figure 3 is a three-dimensional

t and E are the permeability and permittivity of the me- representation of the power density distribution in the

dium, respectively [Ref 8]. TMoll resonant cavity of radius 8.89 cm.

As stated, the plasma will form in regions where As shown in the figures, both cavity geometries

the ratio of Elp is large, and the amount of power which are characterized by two axial locations of maximum

is transferred to the plasma is proportional to the square electric power density (one at h = 0 and the other at

of the electric field. Thus for a cavity which is to be used h = hm.) and an axial minimum at h/2. Both are also
for a plasma production device, the primary parameter of characterized by an annular region of electric field densi-

interest is the electric power density which is proportion- ty at h/2 which circumscribes the cavity; this region
al to IEl2 . It is in the regions where this quantity is max- achieves a maximum intensity at p/a = 0.748 as a con-

imum that a plasma can be expected to form. The electric sequence of the J (Xol p/a) term in the Ep component

power density can be expressed as For the a/h = 123 geometry, the magnitude of the
maximum intensity annular region is 88.0% of the axial

Electric Power Density = Ep + E2 + EZ (6) maximums and the two are comparable as described
schematically in Figure 3; for the a/h = 0.320 geome-
try, the magnitude of the maximum intensity annular re-

Since equation (3) states that E, = 0 for the TMol gion is 5.9% of the axial maximums and can be neglected
mode, the electric power density is dependent upon Ep in most practical considerations.
and E only. Even though, however, the power density is
dependent upon both E2 and E , the amount that each As can be seen the second cavity concentrates

component contributes is determined by the geometry of most of the electric power density on the axis of the cav-

the cavity. This geometry dependence is of the form ity and very little power is located in the annular region
on the axis. This is in direct contrast to the other cavity

ra/ (X 1 2 which concentrates a large portion of the energy density
( /(h = A( (7) within the cavity in the annular region. It is this differ-

ence which results in the difference in the stability fea-

which comes from the E term; the constant terms have tures of these two cavity geometries. The shorter cavity

been collected into A. For a cavity where a/h < I, the used in the early Penn State studies was able to form the

term is very small and most of the electric power den- plasma on the axis because of the region of high electric

sity within the cavity results from the E term. For field density, but as the power level increased the plasma

a/h 1, the contributions from E and E are almost would begin to interact with the annular region of high

equal in magnitude, and as a/h > 1, E' becomes the power density located at the midpoint of the cavity. This

dominant component. interaction resulted in non-axial plasmas; typically the
plasma extended from one of the two axial regions locat-

Contour plots of the electric power density for ed at either the top or bottom of the cavity in an off-axis
two different TM0 11 cavities operatng at a frequency of onentation such that it interacted with the annular region.
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Figure 1: Electric field density pattern for the TMoI resonant mode for a cavity geometry of a/h=1.23. The pattern is
characterized by two axial locations of maximum power density (one at h = 0 and the other at h = h,) and an axial
minimum at h/2. Also present is an annular region of electric field density at h/2 which circumscribes the cavity. The
magnitude of the maximum intensity in the annular region is 88% of the axial maximums.
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Figure 2: Electric field density pattern for the TMol1I resonant mode in the cavity of the prototype thruster, geometry
of alh= 0.320. The tield density pattern is the same as that which is described in Figure 1 except for the magnitude of
the maximum intensity of the annular region. For this cavity it is only 5.9% of the axial maximums. Thus most of the
energy density is contaned in the two axial locauons of maximum power density.
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anism which connects it to the transmission line, can to-
gether be considered as the terminating load which has a
complex impedance, ZL. If this load impedance can be
matched to the impedance of the transmission line, Z.,
then the maximum amount of power will be absorbed by
the cavity/plasma system. This matching can be accom-
plished either by active coupling or by the use of a mul-
tiple-stub tuner.

Whenever a given mode is to be excited, the ex-
citation scheme must be such that it maximizes the ener-
gy exchange or transfer between the source and the

h/2waveguide or cavity. For a resonant cavity of interest the
energy is exchanged from a coaxial transmission line to
a cavity. For this type of situation a linear probe (i.e. an
antenna) is orientated so that its length is parallel to the
electric field lines in the waveguide and it is placed near
the maximum of the electric field mode pattern. This is
usually referred to as electric field coupling.

Figure 3: Three-dimensional representation of the elec-
tric power density distribution within the TM011 reso- h evelopment by Coin [Ref. 9], e d
nant cavity of radius 8.89 cm. Note tha a large portion of which are omitted here, show that by proper choice of

of the total power density within the cavity is contained the probe depth into the cavity, and proper adjustment of

within the annular region. the length of the resonant cavity, the real part of the im-
pedance of the antenna/cavity system can be matched to
the characteristic impedance of the coaxial line Z., and
the input reactance produced by the antenna can be ad-

Thus the plasma discharge was curved and was not axi-
Sjusted to cancel the imaginary part of the load imped-

symmetric. ance. With such a choice of parameters, ZL = Z., and all
As can be seen clearly in Figure 2, the longer the incident power is coupled into the system. This type

cavity which is used in the prototype, concentrates the of manipulation is referred to as active coupling.
majority of the power density into the axial regions. As a

. As long as the impedance of the transmission
result of this, the plasma position is not influenced by thes l s true if surface effectsline Z. is a real quantity (which is true if surface effects
lower power density of annular region. This configura-

are neglected) any load which has a purely real imped-tion acts to produce a very stable axial plasma. The de-
. ance can be matched to the transmission line using a

sign will be more fully discussed in the followin quarter-wave transformer. However, it is usually found in
practice that the load impedance is seldom a purely real

Equations (2 - 4) describe the electric field solu- quantity and is usually complex.
tion of a perfect resonant cavity where the assumpuon A stub tuner is a device which can be used toA stub tuner is a device which can be used to
was made that the walls are perfect conductors ( =

transform a complex impedance to a real quanuity. The
Since there are no perfect conductors, it stands to reasonSt a n p technique uses a single short circuited length of transmis-
that an actual cavity will depart from the ideal in certain

sion line (a "stub"), connected to a transmission feed line
respects. Primarily the cavity will be lossv, and as a result

S.at a certain distance from the load. In single stub tuning,of this loss characteristic, the fields contained within the dis e fm
the two adjustable parameters are the distance from thecavity will decav to zero unless an active mechanism is load to the stub position, and the value of the reactance

used to maintain them. Thus an actual cavity land the
provided by the stub, The distance is selected so that the

plasma which is to be contained within it) can be consid- .Sw i impedance seen looking into the line from the load is ot
cred as a load on the end of a transmission line. .the form Z. +jX. Then the stub reactance is chosen as

A resonant cavity with imperfectly conducting -J;. resulting in a matched condition.
walls containing a lossy plasma. and the couping mech-

A single-stub tuner is able to match any load

6
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impedance (as long as it has a non-zero real part) to a which results in an a/h = 0.320. The electric field density
transmission line, but suffers from the practical disad- pattern for this cavity was shown in Figure 2.
vantage of requiring a variable length of line between the The off-axis motion of the plasma which was a
load and the stub. In order to avoid this problem, a mul-

significant problem for the earlier Penn State cavitytiple-stub tuner can be utilized. While the theory of a could not be only ibud to the elecc field density
gle-stub tuner is relatively straight forward, the distribution. Other tests indicated that the plasma loca-
mathematical complexity increases for the multiple stub ion was also significantly affected by the motion of the
case. For the sake of brevity, the theory describing the

coupling probe. In the earlier design, the coupling probefull details of multiple-stub tuning will be omitted. The the ewas introduced into the cavity through the side of the
interested reader is referred to the text by Pozar [Ref. 10].interested reader is refe to the text by Por Re 10. cavity at the location of the annular region of high elec-

It has been shown above that it is possible to tric field density. This asymmetric introduction of the
match the transmission line to a load which has a com- coupling probe produced a nonaxisymmetric distortion
plex impedance thereby obtaining maximum power of the electric field density pattern which tended to
transfer to a system. Whether the choice of tuning is to "push" the plasma away from its position on the central
use stub tuning or adjustable antenna coupling, or some axis providing a mechanism by which the plasma would
combination of both will depend upon the particular ap- begin to absorb energy from the off-axis annular region.
plication. As will be discussed in the following section, Thus the off-axis plasma motion of the previous Penn
the prototype device has been designed to take advantage State cavity resulted from a combination of a non-opti-
of both tuning possibilities so as to obtain maximum per- mal field density distribution which was then distorted in
formance. a nonaxisymmetric manner by the coupling probe.

The coupling probe in the prototype is aligned
Prototype Thruster Design along the cavity axis. This axisymmetric introduction of

The prototype which will be described in this sec- microwave power does not produce any off-axis field dis-
tion was designed to produce optimal performance while tortions. The lack of field distortions produced by the
correcting the operational problems of the previous cav- coupling probe and the better field density distribution of
ity; a schematic of the device is shown in Figure 4. The the prototype produce a plasma discharge which is very
main component of the prototype thruster is a resonant stable. The coupling probe depth is adjustable and its di-
cavity which operates in the TMo1 mode. As previously mensions are the same as used in the previous tests. The
stated, this mode is optimal for producing an axial, free- coaxial line dimensions are dictated by both the power
floating plasma. The thruster is designed such that the handling requirements and the necessity of correctly
plasma forms directly upstream of a nozzle inlet which matching its guide impedance to that of the rectangular
has been fabricated into the stationary short of the cavity, transmission line which connects the cavity to the rest of
The formation of the plasma discharge near the inlet of the microwave circuit
the nozzle produces the most efficient transfer of thermal The prototype also contains a movable shorting
energy to the propellant gas. plate that allows the length of the cavity to be adjusted.

The cavity geometry has been chosen to pro- The sliding short and the coupling probe are at the same
duce a value of a/h which is less than one. This concen- end of the cavity. The resonant length can be adjusted
trates the electric field density pattern within the cavity at from 11.60 cm to 18.58 cm and the coupling probe is ful-
the upstream and downstream axial regions, while at the ly adjustable over this entire range. The maximum inser-
same time producing a relatively low field density in the tion distance of the coupling probe (measured from
characteristic annular region located at the midpoint of probe tip to the surface of the shorting plate) is 5.0 cm.
the cavity. The cavity diameter of 10.16 cm (4.0 in) was These two adjustments allow for the active coupling of
chosen to produce the desired electric field density distn- the cavity/plasma system to the transmission line as was
bution as well as to facilitate fabrication. The cavity is described in the previous section.
constructed of brass and its interior has been highly pol- The geometry of the prototype design is flexible
ished to remove metal oxides so as to increase the elec- so as to allow it to be ine tuned to give optimal perfor-
trical conductivity. The ideal resonant length for a cavity mance at a specified operating condition. Once this ge-
of this diameter as calculated by equation (5) is 15.87 cm omety is determined, it should be possible to fix that

7
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given geometry in a future design and remove the re- with other nozzles. The nozzle is located in the center of
quirements for any moving parts, the stationary short, and because it is constructed of a

conductor, it enhances the field density pattern on the
The previous cavity designs were not designedSp c axis of the cavity. Thus insuring that the field pattern in

as pressure chambers and used quartz vessels to containSpresse hames a used quartz vessels to cotat . the region of the nozzle closely resembles the ideal pat-the plasma. The use of a quartz vessels in a prototype is microwave breakdown occurs in the vicinity oftern. The microwave breakdown occurs in the vicinity ofundesirable for a number of reasons; from a materialra fr a n r o re r the nozzle and the plasma forms within the inlet of thestandpoint, quartz is fragile and is easily damaged by the nozzle; the plasma location is shown schematically inheat of the plasma discharge, and from an electromagnet- Fire 4
ic standpoint, a quartz vessel would drastically affect the
resonant field pattern of a cavity of this geometry. This The previous testing, both at Penn State and at
behavior has been verified in a number of tests conducted NASA Lewis, has shown that the plasma position can be
at Penn State in which the electric field density pattern affected by the propellant flow pattern. The Penn State
within a cavity was measured both when the cavity was testing used a bluff body fabricated from boron nitride to
empty and when it was loaded with quartz vessels of var- increase the axial stability of the plasma during high
ious shapes. The prototype has removed the need for any power operation [Ref. 2,3,4,6]. The tests performed at
quartz vessels by making one entire half of the cavity the Lewis clearly showed the benefit of using a swirling flow
pressure chamber. This has been accomplished by incor- which produces a well defined axisymmetric flow pat-
porating a pressure plate at the midplane of the cavity.
The plate is 0.32 cm (1/8 in) thick, and it is constructed
from a low loss microwave dielectric. The incorporation plasma
of this plate was feasible because the electric field pattern nozzle plate discharge

stationarymeasurements which were conducted also showed that a short
thin plate of boron nitride placed at the mid-plane of a
microwave cavity of these dimensions had only a minor 7.6 cm pressure
effect on the overall resonant field pattern within the cav- 10.6 cm-- section

ity. Thus the cavity has been made into a pressure vessel swirl now ---- " : :
swirl flow

without greatly distorting the ideal TMo, I resonant mode injector
while at the same time isolating the axial high field re- (1 of 3) ...

pressure plate
gion near the nozzle inlet from the high field region near
the coupling probe. resonan leng

adjustble
Boron nitride, teflon, and alumina plates have adjustable

all been considered as pressure plate material. Most of adjustable
the helium and nitrogen testing was conducted with te- coupling

probeflon plates. Teflon had adequate electrical characteristics
but tended to deform due to the elevated pressures and
temperatures. The hydrogen and ammonia testing has un plate

used both boron nitride and alumina plates. Boron nitride
has excellent electrical properties and is insensitive to ex-
treme temperatures, however, the material is brittle and
its load bearing ability is limited. Alumina gives ade-
quate performance but has poor heat handling properties:
specifically it is subject to thermal shock which causes Figure 4: Schematic of the microwave resonant cavity
the plate to crack if it is heated to rapidly electrothermal thruster prototype. The diameter of the

The nozzle of the prototype has been incorpo- cavity is 10.16 cm and the theoretical resonant length is
rated into the stationary shorting plate of the cavity. Pres- 15.87 cm. The length of the cavity can be adjusted by
ently the nozzle is just a converging orifice with a half changing the position of the sliding shorting plate. The
angle of 30 degrees and a throat diameter of 0.112 cm. coupling probe insertion depth is also adjustable. The
The nozzle fixture is constructed of stainless steel and plasma discharge forms on the axis of the cavity within
has been designed so that it is easily interchangeable the inlet of the nozzle.
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tern; the radial pressure gradient created by the flow pat- coupling efficiencies which are consistently in excess of

tern enhances the axial stability of the plasma [Ref. 5]. 97%.
The prototype incorporates three gas injection ports
which produce a swirling flow that is directed down Prototype Operation and Performance
along the axis, i.e. toward the nozzle, at 15 degrees. The

The prototype thruster has been successfully oper-
gas flow entering from each port is essentially tangential ated using helium, niogen, hydrogen, and ammonia

ated using helium, nitrogen, hydrogen, and ammonia
to the wall of the cavity.to the wall of the cavpropellants. The device is able to form plasmas from all

Optical access of the plasma is made possible of these propellant gases in a reliable, and repeatable
by a view port located in the wall of the pressure section manner. The formation process occurs at pressures which
of the cavity. The view prt is formed from a circular pat- are below atmospheric, typically less than 1 kPa, and at
tern of 1.5 mm holes which have been machined into the power levels ranging from 50 W to 750 W depending
cavity wall. The view port is approximately 32 cm in di- upon the propellant gas. For each gas, the plasma dis-
ameter. The dimensions of the holes do not allow micro- charge can be maintained while the pressure within the
wave energy to be tansmitted through them, and the cavity is increased to pressures which are above atmo-
close spaced pattern (98 holes in a 3.2 cm diameter) al- spheric; typically between 200 kPa and 350 kPa (all
low good visual access. The port is covered by a quartz quoted pressures are in kPa absolute). The upper limit
window and incorporates an o-ring seal. depends upon the propellant gas, the efficiency of the

The exhaust gas from the orifice can be either ex- power coupling, and the amount of available power.

hausted at atmospheric pressure into an exhaust hood or A typical start-up condition occurs in the follow-
it can be exhausted into a water cooled vacuum line. By ing manner. The cavity length is set to the theoretical res-
evacuating the exhaust line the nozzle can achieve a onant length of 15.87 cm and the coupling probe is set
choked condition over a wider range of chamber pres- such that its tip is level with the surface of the movable
sures. shorting plate, ie the probe insertion depth is 0.0 cm.

The microwave circuit consists of the microwave This cavity configuration produces a field pattern which

generator which can produce up to 2.5 kW of microwave is as close as possible to the theoretical ideal The cavity

power at a frequency of 2.45 GHz. The power from the is then purged with the test gas and the pressure is re-

generator is directed through a three-port circulator to- duced to approximately 1 KPa. The stubs on the three-

wards the cavity. A three-stub tuning device is placed in stub tuner are also retracted to their neutral position. The

the transmission line just before the transition is made generator is set at its lowest power setting (- 40 W) and

from the rectangular transmission line to the coaxial line is then turned on. The power level is then increased until

which is terminated by the coupling probe. The three- breakdown occurs, which results in a plasma discharge

stub tuner, as previously described, can be used in con- forming in the region of the nozzle inlet. The plasma al-

junction with the variable geometry of the cavity to pro- ways forms in this region, because this is the location

duce an optmally matched condition between the were the ratio of E/p is a maximum.

transmission line and the cavity. Any power which is not Once the plasma discharge forms, the power level
absorbed by the plasma will be reflected back towards and pressure can be increased. The discharge can be
the generator. Before this reflected power can reach the maintained at the increased chamber pressure for two
generator, it is diverted by the three-port circulator and is reasons. The first is that the presence of the plasma
dissipated in a water load. If this was not done. the re- changes the local electric field density such that it is en-
flected power would eventually cause damage to the hanced in the local vicinity of the plasma. The second is
magnetron of the generator. The test configuration as has that since the plasma is at a very high temperature the lo-
been just described is shown schematically in Figure 5. cal pressure within the plasma is quite low. Thus the local

The use of the three-stub tuner has proven to be Eip ratio is still large enough to maintain the plasma even

especially important for operation of the prototype though the overall cavity pressure is quite high. One pri-

thruster. The pressure plate reflects a percentage of the mary effect of increasing the pressure is that the plasma

incident power before it can be absorbed by the plasma, volume becomes more compact and concentrated. It

thus reducmg the coupling efficiency of the device. The should be noted that the propellant mass flow rate is the

tuner is able to counteract this effect, thus allowing for controllable parameter and that the cavity is usually op-
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Figure 5: Experimental test configuration used in the testing of the prototype microwave electothermal thruster.

Plasma Stable plasma
attached to 1located within
edge of nozzle inlet
nozzle inlet As gas flow rate

increases, transition
occurs

Figure 6: The plasma discharge is at first attached to the knife edge of the inlet of the nozzle inlet. The swirl velocity
component of the incoming propellant flow causes the point of attachment to rotates about the circumference of the
nozzle. As the mass flow rare of the propellant increases, the rate of rotation increases and the plasma transitions to a
stable position within the inlet of the nozzle.
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erated such that the nozzle orifice is choked. to increase both the power level and mass flow rate in

The plasma position is also noticeably influenced such a manner as to recreate the optimally tuned 1000 W

by the swirl component of the incoming propellant flow. operating condition. This procedure was achieved with-

Typically the plasma discharge will form near the nozzle out any adjustments to either the cavity or the three-stub

and as it coalesces due to the increasing the pressure, it tuner. Thus this prototype has demonstrated that a 1000

attaches to the knife edge of the nozzle inlet. As the flow W microwave thruster can be designed which will not re-

rate is increased the plasma will move such that its point quire any moving parts nor any active tuning system, and

of attachment rotates about the circumference of the noz- that the start up condition does not produce any damage

zle. As the flow rate is further increased, the rate of rota- or erosion to the device.

tion likewise increases until the plasma suddenly Helium Test: The initial tests which were conducted
transitions to a stable position within the converging inlet with the prototype utilized helium as the propellant gas.
of the nozzle. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 6. The Helium is a monatomic gas and thus is easy to break-
transition of the plasma into the nozzle inlet is accompa- down; typically at 1 kPa the power required for break-
nied by a noticeable increase of chamber pressure. This down was less than 50 W. The plasma discharge was very
clearly indicates that the plasma discharge behaves as a well behaved and it proved very easy to increase both the
flow obstruction which causes the main bulk of the flow power and pressure; at the high range of the operational
field to be curved around the discharge volume. Thus envelope examined, the plasma could be maintained at
most of the flow is forced to pass through a constricted 2200 W and 300 kPa.
area between the wall of the nozzle inlet and the plasma The use of helium allowed the performance of the

The use of helium allowed the performance of the
itself. This behavior has been verified in the numerical

prototype to be compared to that of the original Penn
modeling which has been conducted at Penn State [Refmodeling which has been conducted at Penn State [Ref State cavity which was also extensively tested with heli-
6,11]. um propellant The performance results are presented in

The process of increasing the mass flow rate / terms of vacuum specific impulse vs. specific power. The
pressure is accompanied with an increase in power level; specific impulse estimates are calculated assuming an
this is to insure that the required ratio of Elp is main- ideal isentropic expansion to vacuum. This can be calcu-
tained such that the plasma discharge is sustained. The lated through knowledge of the cavity pressure, the mass
system must be tuned as the power is increased so as to flow rate, the nozzle diameter, and the specific heats of
maintain a condition in which the maximum amount of the gas being considered; the relevant equations have
available power is coupled into the plasma. As has been been presented elsewhere [Ref. 4]. The performance re-
previously stated, the tuning is accomplished by simulta- suits are shown in Figures 7a and 7b. As can be clearly
neous adjustments of the cavity length, coupling probe seen, the performance of the prototype thruster is much
insertion depth and the three-stub tuner. Excellent tuning greater than that of the previous Penn State device. This
can be achieved through these adjustments with typically better performance can be primarily attributed to the fact
greater than 98% of the incident microwave power being that the plasma in the prototype device is located directly
coupled into the plasma discharge at incident power lev- within the nozzle inlet The plasma produces a signifi-
els of 1000 W. cant flow blockage which results in relatively high pres-

For a practical thruster design for stanonkeeping sures for moderate flow rates and the gas which exits the

applications this type of tuning behavior would be unac- nozzle is heated to very high temperatures as it passes

ceptable because the thruster would require both moving through the constricted region between the plasma dis-

parts and an associated feedback control loop. The pro- charge and the nozzle wal.

totype, however, has demonstrated that active tuning of The three-stub tuner was not available for the ma-
an actual thruster would be unnecessary. The prototype jority of the data presented in these figures. However, the
thruster was operated and adjusted to an optimal 1000 W benefit of the tuner is demonstrated by a single data point
condition. The power was then shut off thus extinguish- corresponding to an optimally tuned operating condition
ing the plasma discharge. It was then attempted to remi- using the three-stub tuner at an incident power of 1000
tiate the plasma by evacuating the cavity to 1 KPa and W: as can be seen the tuner significantly increases both
suppling power to the cavity. This attempt was success- the performance and the thermal efficiency of the thrust-
ful, a plasma was observed to form. and it was possible er. The primary disadvantage of not using the tuner is at

11
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Figure 7a: * Helium Propellant * Performance data comparing the prototype microwave electrothermal hruster
with that of the original cavity used at Penn State. The performance of the system when the three-stub tuner is
used is noted for an optimally tuned condition at 1000 W.
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Figure 7b: * Helium Propellant * Thermal efficiency data comparing the performance of the prototype micro-
wave electrothermal thruster with that of the onginal cavity used at Penn State. The drop off in efficiency results
from poor tumning at higher power levels: this can be corrected by including the three-stub tuner into the system.
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higher power levels where a significant portion of the sition into the nozzle inlet was also observed for ammo-
available power is not absorbed due to poor coupling; nia.
this is shown clearly in Figure 7b.this is shown clearly in Figure . The performance data for the ammonia testing is

The plasma discharge is typically bluish in color presented in Figures 9a and 9b. The results take into ac-
which becomes bluish-white as the power level is in- count the disassociation of the ammonia gas and the
creased. The atmospheric exhaust forms a plasma jet out- chemical equilibrium code CEC7686 [Ref 12.] was used
side the cavity which is bright blue in color. The plasma to obtain the chemical composition of the mixture at the
jet is very stable which indicates that the plasma dis- elevated temperatures within the cavity. The code was
charge itself is very stable. This is an excellent indication also used to calculate both the equilibrium composition
that the microwave plasma thruster will produce a very Isp and the frozen composition Isp assuming expansion to
well behaved exhaust plume. vacuum. Note that the code does not model the plasma

Nitrogen Tests: The next series of tests which were con- discharge itself, but rather calculates an average chamber

ducted with the cavity used nitrogen as the propellant. stagnation temperature.

This testing verified that the prototype could produce and The data presented reflects the results of initial
maintain plasmas formed from molecular propellants testing with ammonia. The performance has not yet been
over a large operating range of powers and pressures. optimized, in particular, much of the testing has been
The nitrogen plasmas typically formed at a pressure of 1 done at chamber pressures which are below atmospheric.
kPa through the application of approximately 100 W of Since, for constant mass flow, specific impulse is directly
incident power. The plasma which formed was pink and proportional to the chamber pressure and the thermal ef-
the color became brighter as the power level and pressure ficiency is proportional to the square of the chamber
/ mass flow rate was increased. The performance data is pressure, the low operating pressures of these tests have
shown in Figures 8a and 8b, and it is again compared resulted in less than optimal performance. However, the
against some limited data which was available from the testing also demonstrated that it was possible to operate
testing of the original Penn State cavity. Again it is clear the prototype thruster with ammonia propellant at elevat-
that the performance of the prototype is much superior. ed pressures of approximately 200 kPa, thus resulting in
The performance data assumes an ideal isentropic expan- overall thermal efficiencies approaching 60%.
sion vacuum. Since nitrogen dissociation does not be-

The ammonia testing was conducted using thecome significant until approximately 4000 K, the effects three-stub tuner as an integral part of the system. This has
of dissociation are neglected.of dissociation are neglectedresulted in excellent coupling efficiencies which are con-

As for the helium tests, the nitrogen performance sistently in excess of 97%. The data presented differenti-
results do not reflect the use of the three-stub tuner. This ates between testing with the alumina pressure plate and
is evident in the plot of thermal efficiency vs. specific the boron nitride pressure plate. While the results are not
power. conclusive, they appear to indicate that use of the boron

Ammonia Tests: The prototype thruster has demonstrat- nitride plate results in increased performance.

ed that it can be successfully operated using ammonia as Hydrogen Tests: The most recent testing which has been
a working fluid. Ammonia plasmas can be repeatedly conducted has used hydrogen gas as the propellant. Hy-
and reliable formed at pressures of 1 kPa with the appli- drogen plasmas are easy to produce, typically 1 kPa and
cation of approximately 750 W. The higher power re- 300 W, and are well behaved. Hydrogen plasmas exhibit
quired to initiate the breakdown process is a reflection of the same characteristic behavior as shown by the plasmas
the greater degrees of freedom of the ammonia molecule, formed from the other propellants tested. The hydrogen

The plasma which forms is characterized by a plasma is characteristically blue in color.

central core that is pale blue in color which is surrounded As was the case with the testing conducted with
by a region of plasma that is orange/pink in color. Thus ammonia, the hydrogen performance results presented in
it is apparent that the ammonia disassociates into H2 and Figures 10a and 10b do not represent optimal testing
N2 with the hydrogen forming the central core. Spectro- conditions. Once again this is related to the low chamber
scopic studies of the plasma will be conducted to verify pressures which were used in these tests. The data was
this assumption. As with both the helium and nitrogen taken to verify operation with hydrogen and to explore
plasmas, the characteristic attachment, rotation, and tran- the pressure range which the plasma can be maintained.
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Figure 8a: * Nitrogen Propellant Performance data comparing the prototype microwave electrothermal thruster

with that of the original cavity used at Penn State. Three-stub tuner was not used for these tests.
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wave electrothermal thruster with that of the orginal cavity used at Penn State.
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Figure 9a: * Ammonia Propellant * Preliminary performance data. Results account for the disassociation of the
NH3 molecule. Isp is presented assuming both equilibrium and frozen flow expansion to vacuum. Operation of
the device with the alumina pressure plate appears to result in less efficient operation.
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